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ABSTRACT 
This paper is devoted to give a characterization of support functionals and duality mappings in 
abstract M spaces. By investigating some properties of support functionals, criteria for the (weak) 
compactness of the duality mapping set at any point in such spaces are obtained. 
Let X be a linear normed space and X* be its dual space. Then f * E X* is said 
to be a supportfunctional at x E X if (f *, x) = /1x1/ and Ilf*l] = 1. For the sake 
of convenience, we write S: = {f* :f* is a support functional at x}. For any 
x E X, we denote by J(X) the set {f* E X* : (f*,~) = llxlj2 = l]f*i12}. The 
mapping J : X -+ 2x* is called the duality mapping and J(x) is said to be the 
duality mapping set at x. One can easily verify that S: and J(x) are convex 
closed sets in X* and J(x) = {]]xllf* : f * E S:}. It is well known that Sz and 
J(x) are non-empty weakly-star compact convex subset of X”. The structure of 
S; determines the differentiability properties of the norm, which is important 
for applications in nonlinear analysis. For example, the set Sl consists of ex- 
actly one point if and only if the norm is Gateaux differentiable at X. Moreover, 
duality mappings are fundamental tools in the theory of monotone operators 
and have important applications to nonlinear partial differential equations. If 
the duality mapping set at x E X \ (0) 1s ( weakly) compact, then we say that x 
is a (weakly) quasi-smooth point. Moreover, if the duality mapping set at 
x E X \ (0) is a singleton, then we say that x is a smooth point. 
For the sake of convenience, we shall use the same notations as in [4], [5] and 
[9]. Let X be a normed Riesz space. The norm I/ . I/ on X is said to be m-additive 
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if x,y E X and 1x1 A IyI = 0 imply lix+yll = max(llxll, Ilyll). A normed Riesz 
space equipped with an co-additive norm is called an abstract M space 
(X E AM). Iffor anyx,y E X, 1x1 A ]yl = Oimplies /Ix +yll = l/xl] + Ilyli, thenwe 
say that the norm I/ ’ I/ is l-additive. A normed Riesz space endowed with an 
l-additive norm is said to be an abstract L space (X E AL). Recall that the ele- 
ment x f 0 in the Riesz space X is called an atom whenever it follows from 
0 5 u 5 Ix/,0 < v 5 1x1 and u A v that u = 0 or v = 0. It is easily verified that in a 
Dedekind complete Banach lattice an element x > 0 is an atom if and only if x 
cannot be written as x = y + z with y, z # 0 and y A z = 0. It is well known that 
for any normed Riesz space, its dual space is a Dedekind complete Banach lat- 
tice. 
Let X be a Riesz space. For a given x E X, we denote by A(x) the principle 
band generated by x, i.e., the smallest band generated by x. X is said to have the 
principle projection property if X = A(x) @ Am for any principle band A(x). 
Let us recall that there are some recent works which have been devoted to the 
study of some properties weaker than our ones in Orlicz spaces and abstract M 
spaces (see [ 1-3, 6,7]). In [7], the following properties of support functionals at 
a point in an abstract M space were proved. 
Proposition 1. Let X E AM, x E X \ (0) andf * E S:. Then we have 
(i) (f*,y) >OifyAx-=Oor(-y)Ax+=O. 
(ii) (f*,y) 5 0 ify A x+ = Oor (-y) Ax- = 0. 
(iii) (f*,y) = 0 ifly] A /xl = 0. 
(iv) Ifx = XI +x2, x1 i x2, and llxl/I < l/x/I, then (f*,y) = Ofovany y I x2. 
Remark on Proposition 1. In view of (iii) and (iv) of Proposition 1, one can ea- 
sily see that if x = xi +x2, xi I x2 and l/xi/I < IIxII, then 5’: = S:Z. Indeed, 
11x1 II < llxll implies Ilx2JI = Ilxll. F or anyf * E S:, in view of (iv), we have 
(1) IIx2ll = llxll = @“*,4 = u-*,X2), 
i.e. f * E S;Z, whence it follows that S: c SGZ. Conversely, in virtue of (iii), one 
can easily see that (1) is also true for any f * E SzZ. This implies SGZ c S:. 
Lemma 2. Let X E AM, x E X+ \ (0) andf * E SG. Then the equality 
(f *,Y) = llY+ll(f *+&) - llY-ll(f*>fi~~) 
holds for all y E X. 
Proof. Noticing that u + v = u V v + u A v, one can easily see that 
(f *,Y+) = llY+ll{(f *+p ll;:,, -)-(f*&+(f*+&)}. 
Since (f *,4 = llxll and /~v&~~ = 1, it follows from the last equality that 
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By (i) in Proposition 1 one can see that everyf” E S; is positive. Therefore, 
llY+ll(f*& ,,;I,, -) 5 llY+ll(f-‘&) = (f*;Y+). 
Combining this inequality with the previous one, we get 
(4 (f*iY+) = llY+ll(f*;$&). 
We easily see that (2) holds also if we replace y+ by y-. In virtue of 
(f*,y) = (f*;y+) - (f*,y-) we get the desired result. 
For any x > 0, f * E X* and f * > 0, we denote by P,f * the minimal positive 
extension off*I,(,). In view of Theorem 83.7 in [9] we see that 
Suppose that X has the principle projection property. Iff* > 0, x, y E X+ \ (0) 
and x A y = 0, then we have PJ * A PYf * = 0. Indeed, for any z E X, let 
z = ZA(x) + Z‘q,) d be the decomposition of z in A(x) $ Am = X. Noticing that 
x E Am, we conclude from (3) that 
0 < PXf * AP,f * I PXf *(Zqgd) + Pyf *(zA(X)) = 0. 
We also see that 
(4 IlPxf *I/ 5 Ilf *I/ and P,f “(x) =f “(x). 
Lemma 3. Suppose that X has the principle projection property. Let 
x, y E X \ {0}, x i y and llxil = Ilyll. Then we have S:,, = conv(S,“, Sj). 
Proof. It is clear from Proposition 1 that conv(S,*, S,“) c S:,,. Now taking 
f * E Sx*+y’ we will show that f * E conv(S,*, S;). 
First, we consider the case x A y = 0. It is easy to see that if f * (x) = 0, then 
f * E S; and so, f * E conv(S,“, S;). Hence, we may assume, without loss of 
generality that f*(x) # 0, f*(y) # 0. I n view off * > 0 we have f*(x) > 0 
and f*(y) > 0. From the definition of P, we see that P,f * 5 P,+,f *, 
P,f * 5 Px+yf * and P,f * + PYf * = PJ * V Pyf * 5 P,+,f *. In view of (4) 
and X* E AL, we have 
1 = f”(x+y) -f*(x) I f*(Y) 
IIX + YII llxll IIYII 
(? = II II 
Pxf*(x) + PYf*(Y) 
X IIYII 
5 II~xf*Il + IPyf*ll 
= IIPxf* +qkf*Il i II~x+yf*ll I Ilf*ll = 1. 
Therefore, all of the inequalities above are equalities in fact, whence it follows 
that 
Pxf”(x) = ll~IIIIw-*Il~ and q*(Y) = llYllII~~f”ll~ 
TakingfY = P.J*/IIPxf*Il andf,* = PYf*/IIPYf*Il, we easily see thatf,* E S: 
andfY* E S;. Moreover, noticing that the norm on X* is strictly monotone, we 
see that 
f” = Pxfyf* = II~J*llfx* + llP,f*llfy” E convC~~,$). 
Next, we discuss the case x > 0, y < 0. Similarly as in (9, 
llx+vll =f*(X+Y) <f*+w -f*-(Y) 
5 llf*+IIIlXIl + IIf*-IIIIYII 5 /lx +ullllf*Il = IIx+Yll~ 
which also implies that S:,, c conv(S,*, S,“). 
Finally, we consider the general case x I y. We first discuss the case of 
IIx+II = [Ix-II and IIy+II = Ily-11. Noticing that (x + y)’ = x+ + y+, (x + y)) 
=x- +y-, one can see from the above discussions that 
S” 
XfY 
= conv{S~++y+, STcx-+y-j} 
= conv{conv{LT~+, S;+}, conv{Slx-, SZ,-}} 
= conv{S~+,ST,-,S,*+,SL,-} = conv{S:,s,*}. 
In view of the remark on Proposition 1 one can easily show that the result is also 
true if IIx+J/ # l/x-II or IIy+II f Ily-11. The proof is complete. 
Remark on Lemma 3. By induction, one can easily see that if x = Cy= i xi, 
Xi > 02 llxill = I/XI/, and xi i xj for all i #j, i,j E {1,2,. . . ,y1}, then 
S: =conv{SG, : 1 5 i 5 n}. 
Remark 4. Lemma 3 is also true for general abstract A4 spaces but we omit 
here the details of discussions. 
Proposition 5. Let X E AMandx, y E X \ (0). Ij”x A y = 0, then f,* /\f; = Ofov 
allfI* E S: andf;” E 5’;. 
Proof. We first consider the case of x A y = 0. In view of Proposition 1, one can 
see thatf,*, f;” > 0. For any z > 0, we can take an E > 0 satisfying ll~zll = liyll. It 
follows from Proposition 1 and the equality (EZ) - (EZ) A y = (EZ) V y - y that 
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0 5 (f,” A I) = inf{f,*(u) +fy”(~z - U) : 0 5 u 5 EZ} 
~fx”(W AY) +f;“(W VY -Y) 
5c*(Y) +fJW VY) -f;“(Y) 
5 II(-) VYll - llvll = m=4141j llvll) - IIYII = 0. 
So, we have f,* A fy" = 0. 
Remark on Proposition 5. If x i y, then we can easily see that A’: i S; 
Lemma 6. Let X E AA4 and x E X+ \ (0). A ssume that there exists a sequence 
{xi} of mutually disjoint elements of Xsuch that 0 5 xi 5 x and llxill = ilxllfor all 
i = 1,2,. . . Then S: and J(x) are not weakly compact. 
Proof. Let J;,” E SzZ, In virtue of Proposition 1 we have J;:* > 0, whence it fol- 
lows that 
II4 = IlXill = (J;*A I t&*,-4 = l/x/I. 
Thus, we obtain thatA* E S: for all i = 1,2,. . . . By Proposition 5 we know that 
fi* A&* = 0 for all i fj, i;j = 1,2,. . Since {J;*}d = {f * :f* Ii.*} is a band 
inXanddistVj,*,{J;l*}d) = inf{l\f;:* -f*i\ :f * E {J;:*}d} = jlJ;:*II,inviewofthe 
Hahn-Banach theorem, one can see that there exists a positive linear bounded 
functionalfl” on X* such that IIc*II = 1, (J;:“*,fi*) = IIJ;*li and (J;:**,f*) = 0 
for allf* E {f;*}d (cf. [9], Theorem 83.17 or Exercise 85.8). Put F;* = v;=,f?*. 
Since in virtue of Theorem 118.4 of [9], the norm on X** is m-additive, one can 
seethat lIF,**II = maxlCi<, l/f:* II = 1. Hence, by the Banach-Alaoglu theorem, 
F;* has a weak* cluster point F**. So, for any J1:*, there exists n > i satisfying 
l(F,**, J;.“) - (F**, A*)\ < l/4. Noticing that J1:* can be treated as a linear 
bounded functional on X*** ,A.;:* > 0 implies that 1 2. (F,**, f;:*) 2 (JI:“*; J;:“) = 1 
for all n > i. Hence we have ($‘**, L*) > 3/4. 
We now show that {A*} h as no weak cluster point. If not, then there exists a 
subsequence of {A;“} which is still denoted by {A*}, such that {f,*} is weakly 
convergent to fO*. We note that {J;*} d is a closed subspace of X* (cf. [9] 
Theorem 100.2) and&* E {J;:*}d f or all j > i. In view of Mazur’s theorem, one 
can see that&* E {A*}d f or all i = 1,2,. . . Hence, we have (J;**, fO*) = 0 for all 
i= 1,2,... . SincefO* is a weak cluster point of {A*}, fromA.* > 0 we conclude 
thatf$ 2 0. It follows from F;* < CIZIJ;I** that 0 < (F,*,f,*) I Cyzl (fl*,f;) 
= 0. The fact that F** is a weak* cluster point of F,“* implies that there exists 
n E W satisfying I (F,“*, fO*) - (F**, fO*) I < l/4, i.e. (I;**; fo*) < l/4. But this 
contradicts the fact that (F**, A*) + (F**, f<). 
For our purpose we introduce the following. 
Definition 7. Let X E AM. An element x # 0 in X is said to be a soliton whenever 
itfollowsfrom x = x1 + x2 and x1 J- x2 that either 11x1 /I < llxll or //x2/\ < /Ix/I. 
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Lemma 8. Let X E AA4 have thepvincipleprojectionproperty. Then every soliton 
in X is a smooth point. 
Proof. Let x E X be a soliton and f * E S;. In view of min(l)x+((, ]/x-l]) < ]/xjl 
one can see that f * E Sz+ or f * E Sz-. So, we assume without loss of 
generality that x > 0. First, we show that (f *, y) = 0 or (f *, z) = 0 holds if 
y, z E X+ \ (0) with y A z = 0. We denote by x+) and x,+) the components 
of x in the band A(y) and A(z), respectively. Since x is a soliton, we 
have minW~4(~) ILIIxA(~) II < II-4L A ssume, without loss of generality that 
IIXA(Y)II < IIXII~ since y A (x - xAcY)) = 0, it follows from (iii) in Proposition 1 
that (f*,y) = 0. 
Hence, if (f*, y) = 0 then (f*, y’) = (f*, y-) = 0. Next, we prove thatf* is 
an atom. Indeed, if not, thenf* =fi* +fi*,fi* Ifi* andJ;.* f 0, i = 1,2. It fol- 
lows fromf* > 0 that A* > 0,i = 1,2. If (f*,y) = 0, then (f*,y*) = 0, so it 
follows immediately that (A;*, y) = 0, i = 1,2. In view of Theorem 1 of $1.5 in [S] 
we get that JI:* = oif* for some reals cyi, i = 1,2. But this contradicts the fact 
fi* Ifi”. Since f * E SG is arbitrary, we get that every element in S.J is an atom. 
Thus, S: is a singleton set, that is x is a smooth point, which finishes the proof. 
Let xEX\{O}. W e say that x = CyC1 xi (n > 1) is a finite norm preserved 
decomposition if I/xii/ = I/XII and xi I xj for all i f j, i, j = 1,. . . , n. 
Theorem 9. Let X E AA4 have thepvincipalprojectionpvoperty and x E X \ (0). 
Then the following are equivalent. 
(i) x is a quasi-smooth point. 
(ii) x is a weakly quasi-smooth point. 
(iii) There exists a finite norm preserved decomposition x = Cr= 1 xi (n 2 1) 
such that all x1, . . . , x, are solitons. 
Proof. It is evident that (i) implies (ii). We now show that (ii) implies (iii). As- 
sume for the contrary that (iii) does not hold. Then for any finite norm 
preserved decomposition x = C;= i xi, there exists at least one xi which is 
not a soliton. Since x is not a soliton, there exists a decomposition 
x = xi + yt,xi I yt and llxi II = llyl(j = //xl]. Noticing that x = x1 + yi is a 
norm preserved decomposition, one can see that either x1 or y1 is not a soliton. 
Assume without loss of generality that yi is not a soliton. Then there exists a 
decomposition yi = x2 + y2 satisfying x2 I y2 and I]x2]1 = lly2ll = l[yijI = (1x1/. 
So, we get that x = xi + x2 +y2 is also a norm preserved decomposition. We 
may assume that yz is not a soliton. Repeating the above procedure, we can 
obtain a sequence {xi} satisfying llxill = llx]l (i = 1,2,. . .) and 
x=x1 +...+x,+y,, Xi I Xj, xi 1 Yn, ifj,i,j= 1,2 ,..., n, 
where y, is not a soliton and jlynII = I]x/( for all n = 1,2,. . . . It is easy to see that 
the above decomposition holds also for x+ and x-: X+ = xt + . . + x,’ + y,+ 
and x-=x;+... +x;+y;. So, we have O<x’<x* for all i=1,2 ,... . 
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Noticing that l(xill = max(llx’l\, \1x;/l), we see that there exists a subsequence 
{ui} of {xz} or {-XC} such that l]ui]( = ](x]/ (i = 1,2,. . .). Clearly, {ui} is a se- 
quence of mutually disjoint elements of X. By Lemma 6, one can see that S: is 
not weakly compact. A contradiction, which finishes the proof of the implica- 
tion (ii) * (iii). 
Finally, we prove that (iii) + (i) holds. Let x = C’= i xi be a norm preserved 
decomposition in which every component xi (i = 1,2,. . . j n) is a soliton. In 
virtue of Proposition 5, we have SG = conv{Sz, : i = 1, }. By Lemma 8, we see 
that ,S’zi s a singleton which is denoted by {A”}. So, everyf* E ,S: is a convex 
combination offi*, . . , fl. Th is implies the compactness of S’:. 
Proposition 10. If X E AM, then every atom in X is a smoothpoint. 
Proof. Let x E X \ (0) be an atom. Since we have that either x > 0 or x < 0, we 
may assume without loss of generality that x > 0. Letf* E Sl. From Lemma 2 
we know that 
for all y E X. In view of Theorem 26.4 in [5], one can see that there exist 
a, b E [O, l] satisfying &,A&=ah and f$,Ah=bh. Notice that 
C$&q) L ($p$qW e h ave that either a = 0 or b = 0. Indeed, in the op- 
posite case it would be deduced that x = 0, which is a contradiction. So, we 
have (f*,y) = ally+II or (f*, y) = -bllyPJl. Since a and b rely only upon x and 
y, which are independent off * E S.J, we get that S.J is a singleton. 
Let us recall that the Riesz space X is said to be Dedekind complete if every 
non-empty subset of X which is bounded from above has a supremum. It is well 
known that the Dedekind completeness of X implies the principal projection 
property of X. X is said to be order semi-continuous if for any upwards direc- 
ted set {u~}~ in X, 0 I U, T u t X implies ]]u]] = supaEA ]]u~]]. 
Theorem 11. Let X E AM be Dedekind complete and order semi-continuous, 
x E X \ (0). Then thefollowing are equivalent: 
(i) x is a quasi-smooth point. 
(ii) x is a weakly quasi-smooth point. 
(iii) There exists a disjoint decomposition x = y + z such that llzll < l/xl], andy 
enjoys a finite norm preserved decomposition y = C;=, yt such that all yl, . , . i yn 
are atoms. 
Proof. (i) + (ii) is trivial. 
(iii) =+ (i). In view of ]]z]] < ]I /I x we h 
10 that Si is compact. 
ave Sz = S; . It follows from Proposition 
(ii) + (iii). First we show that every soliton u can be disjointly decomposed 
by an atom v with ]]v]] = // I/ u an d an element w with ]]w]] < ]]z.]]. If u is a soliton, 
then min(llu+ll, lb-II) < II4 S o, we may assume without loss of generality that 
IIu-lJ < Ilull. Since X is D e e m complete, we can see that the set d k’ d 
A = {w : 0 L w < uf; llwll < Ilull, w A (u’ - w) = 0) 
has a supremum in X, which is denoted by wg. One can also easily see 
that A is directed upwards. Since X is order semi-continuous, we have 
Iboll = ~UP~IIWII : w E A}. Obviously, there exists a sequence {We} c A verify- 
ing llwll > llw0ll - 11 y1 f or all natural numbers ~1. Since VF=, wi E A, we may 
assume without loss of generality that w, l’ . So, we get IIw, 11 T IIwsll. Moreover, 
IIwoIJ < IIu+I/. If not, then JIwoII = IIz~+ll. Put xi = wr,xn = w,, - w,-1 (n 2 1). 
One can easily see that w,, = Vi < n xi and xi AXE = O(i +j). There exists 
a subsequence of {xi}, still denoted by {xj}, such that llxjll 1‘ (Iu+(~. Let 
Yl=&>lX2k+l and &=vk>l XU(. We have llyi[I = l/y4 = IIu+~/. This 
contradicts the fact that U+ & a soliton, which proves the inequality 
llwall < Il~+ll. Let v = U+ - wg. Then wo A (u+ - wg) = 0, i.e., wg A v = 0. So, we 
have JJv(I = IIu+J/ = /lull. Clearly, v is an atom. Let w = wg + U-. One can easily 
see that u = v + wand llwll < [lull . 
By Theorem 9, there exists a finite norm preserved decomposition 
x=C~=,X~ such that all xi,... ,x, are solitons. Then there exists a disjoint 
decomposition xi = vi + wi such that vi is an atom with llvill = llxill and 
llwill < IIxi/l. Let y = Cr=i vi and z = x7= i wi. We see that x = y + z is just the 
desired decomposition. 
Corollary 12. If X E AA4 has the principal projection property, then x # 0 is a 
smooth point ifand only ifit is a soliton. Moreover, if X is Dedekind complete and 
order semi-continuous, then x # 0 is a smooth point if and only if x can be 
disjointly decomposed by an atom y with llyll = llxll and an element z with 
llzll < II4 
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